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Today’s session will aim at how ChatGPT 

can be used in the following areas:

Creating resources

Giving ideas in Lesson 

planning

Marking and giving 

feedback

Creative tasks

https://chat.openai.com/


Why do we need to know about ChatGPT

Don’t be afraid of AI. The AI won’t replace you. But, on 

the other hand, a person who knows how to use AI and 

provides it with solid prompts has the potential to replace 

you.



ChatGPT to help creating resources- Level 1 

A. Create a Quizlet set on the following word, with Chinese, Pinyin and English 
meaning
(Inset a word list)

 Add English meaning and pinyin to the following words so that I can copy and 
paste them into Quizlet
(Inset a word list)

 Please add Chinese pinyin, with tone marks and English meaning of the following 
Chinese word. Write in the format of Chinese word * pinyin , English
(Inset a word list)



Prompt A: Create a Quizlet/ Kahoot set on the following 
word, with Chinese, Pinyin and English meaning



Prompt B: Add English meaning and pinyin to the following 
words so that I can copy and paste them into Quizlet



Prompt C: Please add Chinese pinyin, with tone marks and 
English meaning of the following Chinese word. Write in the 
format of Chinese word * pinyin , English



Other ideas
Add pinyin

English translations 

Top Tip: use



ChatGPT to help creating resources- Level 2

It’s all about the prompt!

Give ChatGPT a role / voice Tell ChatGPT about your pupils

Be explicit in your instruction



 ‘Use different types of 

questions’ – Too vague for 

Chat GPT 

 Specify what question type 

you wish ChatGPT to 

generate 

 In which language? 





Keep training your ChatGPT

Ask ChatGPT to come up with 
a different set of 

comprehension questions 
using a different question 

type.

Ask Chat GPT to provide 
answers, check if it needs 

randomised (sometimes all the 
correct answers are As in 

multiple choices)

Ask ChatGPT to add/ 
change questions based 
on a specific line of text 





Some other example of prompting ChatGPT

You are Yu Hua, a well-
known Chinese author. Tell 
me the importance of 
repetition in your writing 
using the book To Live as an 
example. 

You are an expert on 
Chinese grammar, explain 
the use of 了 to 14-years-old 
students in less than 30 
words.

Your answer should be in 
350 Chinese characters, 
over 4 paragraphs. Follow 
the structure of point, 
evidence and explanation 
for each paragraph.

Create one group task 
based on the content, and 
one question aimed at A-
Level students. Write this 
with a reading age of 18 
years old.



More prompting ideas

 Create a GCSE styled writing question in Mandarin. You are an expert at Chinese 
and know the AQA Chinese GCSE syllabus. The writing is about Global Areas of 
Interest . Provide some key Chinese sentence structures so that the student can 
score Grade 7 and above. This is for a Year 11 UK Chinese class.

 you are a year 10 UK teacher. Your subject is Mandarin Chinese. Create a set of 
questions about Chinese preposition and places around town for your class. Use 
retrieval practice to set these questions over the next 2 weeks. Write them with a 
reading age of 15 years old and use a variety of question types. Word bank that 
you can use include: [a list of word]



Lesson plans with ChatGPT









Thoughts on 

this lesson 

plan?

On the Scale of usefulness? 

0 ---- 5 (extremely useful)



Example 2- higher level 





SOLO Taxonomy explained









Thoughts on 

this lesson 

plan?

On the Scale of usefulness? 

0 ---- 5 (extremely useful)



Use ChatGPT for marking and giving  

feedback

节约用纸,



Let’s see 

what 

ChatGPT 

says

extract from 

the 

feedback 

session





Do we agree 

with 

ChatGPT?

节约用纸,



I then feed another writing to ChatGPT





Do we 

agree with 

ChatGPT?



Chat GPT for Creative Task



Create a scavenger hunt activity for our  

British Museum Visit



Choose-Your-Own adventure story





https://twee.com/

https://twee.com/


https://twee.com/


Other AI tools

 https://myteachmate.co.uk/w

p-

content/uploads/2023/08/best

generativeaitools-1.pdf

 Click the above link to get a 

pdf document which contains 

links to all tools from the 

picture to the right.

https://myteachmate.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/bestgenerativeaitools-1.pdf
https://myteachmate.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/bestgenerativeaitools-1.pdf
https://myteachmate.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/bestgenerativeaitools-1.pdf
https://myteachmate.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/bestgenerativeaitools-1.pdf


Final Thoughts

 It’s powerful, dive in and have a go!

 Asking the right question, then it works. 

Can be frustrating at time, because the question is not quite the 

‘right’ one.

 It’s individual, so only YOU can work out how it suits you the best.

 It’s OK to not knowing ‘everything’.

 The Chinese bank is obviously smaller, but it will grow.

 It will not replace us as teachers.

 Re-think about assessment? Exams are still ‘pen and paper’ but 

what’s next? 



Further resources on ChatGPT (and other 

AI)

 https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL08mxBdDBmR8ZXvNollr_vlUdtpPzkSn3 :  6 FREE 

bite size videos showing you how to use ChatGPT for Chinese teaching  by our 
very Newton Leng Xue Nian. I like the AI voice generator.

 Facebook groups: ChatGPT for language teachers (smaller group); ChatGPT for 

Teachers

 My Teach Mate (blog on AI in teaching, free ‘how to’ resources + videos) written 

by a colleague at Oundle: Twee: Generate a Text with Activities – My Teach 

Mate

 The ChatGPT Survival Kit for Teachers (theaieducator.io) : 3h paid online course with Dan 

Fitzpatrick, step by step guidance and tailored to teachers (but NOT just language 

teachers)

 ChatGPT Complete Teacher's Pack: 2500+ Expert Prompts (gumroad.com) : A paid 

booklet with a vast amount of ready to use prompts for ChatGPT and other AI tools. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL08mxBdDBmR8ZXvNollr_vlUdtpPzkSn3
https://myteachmate.co.uk/2023/08/05/video-twee-generate-a-text-with-activities/
https://myteachmate.co.uk/2023/08/05/video-twee-generate-a-text-with-activities/
https://survivalkit.theaieducator.io/
https://juliandigitaledge.gumroad.com/l/ChatGPTTeachersPack
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